Adam,

IF YOU READ THIS ON THE SHOW KEEP ME ANONYMOUS!

SOME CLIPS IN LAST PARAGRAPH

...

I’d like to provide some insight on the ChristChurch shooter. I think there is evidence this was a Mossad operation to shift New Zealand’s policies in favor of Israel, even if the shooter himself was being manipulated and hand-fed material for manifesto.

Why?

- He makes no mention of Jews, a hot topic related to multiculturalism on the chans
- Israel made a declaration of war against New Zealand
- A Mossad ring has previously been identified in Christchurch

Part 1

The shooter makes no mention of Israel, Zionists, or Jews, even though he hangs out on 4/8chan. It’s really, really odd that someone who feels strongly enough to go shoot up a Mosque would leave mention of this out. See this list of “undeniable facts” posted on 8chan about the shooter:

https://8ch.net/pol/res/12977659.html#12977659

**Undeniable Fact Number 1.** Brenton Tarrant visited Israel in 2016.

**Undeniable Fact Number 2.** Brenton Tarrant never assigned _any blame_ to Israel, or the Jews for white genocide, despite this being clearly the case

**Undeniable Fact Number 3.** Brenton Tarrant describes himself as a "Eco Fascist". (For what "Eco Fascism" looks like, simply read Agenda 21)

**Undeniable Fact Number 4.** He uses Tactics straight out of the Communist playbook, attempting to incite a Proletariat revolution through accelerationism.

**Undeniable Fact Number 5.** Brenton used these tactics to drum up hate and controversy by the media against only right wing figures & PewDiePie. No such attempts were made against leftists. Not once.

**Undeniable Fact Number 6.** He said that "A Jew in Israel is no enemy of mine so long as he isn't trying to subvert my nation or culture"

https://8ch.net/pol/res/12977659.html#q12977862

He left a shotgun covered in fake memes pushed by paid posters on 4chan. Conspicuous in its absence was any anti-jewish sentiment. In spite of 4chan’s often alleged anti-semitism.
His document avoided saying anything about Barbara Lerner Spekter and her claim that Jews are at the center of Europe’s push for multiculturalism, even though this is frequently used, and I would say a critical cog in the case. I find it *very odd* he left this out. Here’s the clip, you’ve played it on the show: [https://youtu.be/86G_ps-ise0?t=18](https://youtu.be/86G_ps-ise0?t=18)

**Part 2**

Here are news articles that identified a conflict between Israel and New Zealand, as well as a Mossad spy ring operating in Christchurch:

*Israel warned New Zealand that UN resolution was 'declaration of war': report*

*Mossad spy ring ‘unearthed because of Christchurch earthquake’*

“Turkish intelligence agencies are reportedly investigating the travels of the accused Christchurch gunman, as they suspect he may have been aided and supported by a "well resourced" organisation.” (i.e. Mossad)

*Suspected New Zealand mosque gunman visited Israel in 2016*

**Part 3: Included for a show clip but 3rd rail stuff**

This clip comes from *The Rubin Report* podcast with guest Rabbi Wolpe. This is a fascinating conversation because it’s meant for the Jewish audience, and these things aren’t usually spoken about so openly amongst gentiles.

Both Rubin and Wolpe praise the USA for being unique in being multicultural and allowing Jews to blend in and they specifically hit on the NZ shooter’s motive:

“If you are the identifiable other, and you refuse to assimilate into the mainstream, people will resent you.”

Jews have a lot of experience being resented and kicked out of countries. This resentment is what the Christchurch shooter expressed regarding the “Muslim invaders”.
The relevant parts are less than 2 min 30 seconds:

https://youtu.be/fIrs3KnPsUw?t=1459
24:19 – 25:53

https://youtu.be/fIrs3KnPsUw?t=1570
26:10 – 26:47